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ABSTRACT
Reading comprehension is one of the main concerns for ed-
ucational institutions, as it forges the students’ ability to
comprehend and learn accurately a given information source
(e.g. textbooks, articles, papers, etc.). However, there are
few approaches that integrates digital sources of educational
information with automated systems to detect whether an
individual has comprehended a given reading task. This
work main contribution is a text comprehension classifica-
tion methodology for the detection of reading comprehen-
sion failures in educational institutions. The proposed ap-
proach relates situational model theories and latent seman-
tic analysis from fields of psycholinguistics and natural lan-
guage processing respectively. A numerical characterization
of students’ documents using structural information, such
as the usage of text connectors, and latent semantic fea-
tures are used as input for traditional classification algo-
rithms. Therefore, an automated classifier is built to de-
termine whether a given student could or not comprehend
the information in the given stimulus documents. For the
evaluation of the proposed methodology, using a set of stim-
ulus documents, a set of questions must be answered by
an experimental group of students. We have performed ex-
periments using first year students from Engineering and
Linguistics undergraduate schools at the University of Chile
with promising results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Data Mining ; J.5.5 [Computer Applications]: Arts and
Humanities—Linguistics

.

General Terms
Text Mining, Text Comprehension Evaluation

Keywords
Text Comprehension, Situational Models, Latent Semantic
Analysis, Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
Considering that reading comprehension, learning, listening
skills, among other cognitive properties, are strongly related
[15], evaluating the reading comprehension of students has
become an important task in educational establishments.
Moreover, students with learning failures can be identified
and actions to support them can be developed accordingly.
This task can be improved by using advanced analytical
tools on digital documents delivered by students.

Nowadays, a common comprehension measuring instrument
consists in giving students a reading based assignment, us-
ing a set of sources (papers, books, articles, etc.) about
a specific common topic (stimulus documents). Then, stu-
dents need to answer some questions oriented to integrate
information from these sources. Afterwards, assignments
are reviewed and scored by experts (e.g. teachers) accord-
ing to the level of comprehension and integration detected in
the responses. Nevertheless, if previous evaluation is needed
to be implemented in a large scale number of students, the
amount of resources needed could be significant. An au-
tomatic measuring instrument could help substantially to
evaluate a large number of students.

The main contribution of this work is an automatic text
comprehension detection system, inspired in the situational
model theory [11] and latent semantic analysis (LSA) [7].
Our proposal is to compute structural and linguistic features
from students’ documents, such as latent semantic features
obtained after considering both students’ and stimulus doc-
uments. Then, using machine learning algorithms, a classi-
fication hypothesis based on extracted features is proposed.
The effectiveness of the proposed classifier is based on a lin-
guistic evaluation instrument, which considers a set of both



stimulus source documents and questions which integrates
all source documents’ information.

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 presents
related work in text comprehension and automated text
analysis techniques. In Section 3, the proposed methodology
for document characterization and evaluation is introduced.
Then, in Section 4, the experimental setup is detailed and
their results discussed. Finally, in Section 5, main conclu-
sions and future work are presented.

2. RELATED WORK
Whenever someone reads a document, he or she develops a
mental representation of what is been read. According to
Kintsch [11], this representation is developed following the
objectives of each reader with respect to the source docu-
ment. In this sense, someone who understands a text pro-
duces a situational model.

Definition 1. Situational Model
A representation created from their context and experiences
stored in long-term memory which leads to a overall under-
standing and learning of an given document [11].

This aspect of understanding and learning is very important
for educational institutions, since its goal is often to lead to
learning by using textbooks and reading assignments.

Definition 2. Learn from text
To construct a situational model from a source document
that will be remembered and used effectively when required
in later events [13].

However, most of learning tasks in educational institutions
involve students in reading two or more texts. Given this, it
is considered that the reader must be able to represent and
integrate many situational models adequately, task which is
not fulfilled by most students [17].

To determine if situational models derived after reading mul-
tiple source documents are appropriate, researchers have
been using manual analysis of documents built by test sub-
jects (e.g. essays composed by sets of students using multi-
ple sources). Nevertheless, this process is expensive in time
and human resources, with difficulties to extend the analysis
for large documents. Recently, researchers have been able
to improve their methodologies using computer science ap-
proaches [8, 11].

As described in [11], LSA has been used as a technique to de-
scribe the acquisition and usage of knowledge. Furthermore,
in order to make this analysis when information across texts
is combined with previous knowledge, LSA has been pro-
posed as captures the integration of information, represent-
ing concepts in a semantic space, in which vector similarity
between concepts represents a characterization of semantic
relatedness [8].

Several studies have been concerned in determining the sit-
uational models developed by students when reading multi-
ples sources. A first approach, developed by [8], uses LSA on
documents created on history courses. Results indicates that
LSA captures a deep association structure between concepts,
similar to the reader’s situational model of texts. A second

approach [1], attempt to simulate the process by which hu-
mans comprehend texts. In this case, results indicate that
LSA model can be used to provide a good semantic repre-
sentation of a predicate-argument expression.

The basic LSA representation does not make any distinc-
tion between the order of words (e.g. wiwj and wjwi, for
given two words wi and wj). When considering the seman-
tic representation of documents this could be considered.
Also, Kintsch in [12] suggested a complex representation of
a document by a network composed of the predicate, the ar-
gument, and a fixed number of neighbor terms of the pred-
icate. Finally, Rus et al. [19], proposed several methods
to automatically detect students’ situational models using
an e-learning tool, which evaluates reading comprehension
using source documents about the same topics.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposed methodology and all of its com-
ponents are introduced. First, the basic notation and all
techniques for document analysis and characterization are
discussed. Then, all a short introduction to machine learn-
ing classification algorithms and their main characteristics
are presented. Finally, the overall methodology for situa-
tional model representation is detailed.

3.1 Basic Notation and Document Analysis
Let us introduce some concepts. In the following, let V a
vector of words that defines the vocabulary to be used. We
will refer to a word w, as a basic unit of discrete data, in-
dexed by {1, . . . , |V|}. A document is a sequence of S words
defined by w = (w1, . . . , wS), where ws represents the sth

word in the document. Finally, a corpus is defined by a col-
lection of D documents denoted by C = (w1, . . . ,w|D|).

A vectorial representation of the documents corpus is given
by TF-IDF= (mij), i ∈ {1, . . . , |V|} and j ∈ {1, . . . , |D|} ,
where mij is the weight associated to whether a given word
is more important than another one in a document. The
mij weights considered in this research is defined as the tf-
idf term [20] (term frequency times inverse document fre-
quency), defined by

mij =
nijP|V|
k=1 nkj

× log
„
|C|
ni

«
(1)

where nij is the frequency of the ith word in the jth doc-
ument and ni is the number of documents containing word
i. The tf-idf term is a weighted representation of the im-
portance of a given word in a document that belongs to a
collection of documents. The term frequency (TF) indicates
the weight of each word in a document, while the inverse
document frequency (IDF) states whether the word is fre-
quent or uncommon in the document, setting a lower or
higher weight respectively.

The common similarity measure used in information retrieval
is the cosine of the angle between vectors presented in Equa-
tion 2.

cos(∠(wi,wj)) =

P|V|
k=1mki ·mkjqP|V|

k=1(mki)2
qP|V|

k=1(mkj)2
(2)



Furthermore, considering that an n-gram is a sequence of n
contiguous words in a document, cosn : R|w1|×R|w2| → R is
defined extending definition for Equation 2. This is achieved
by computing the distance with respect to a vectorial rep-
resentation of input documents w1 and w2 n-grams. This
representation could be, for example, defined as Equation 1,
where the weights could be computed using n-grams instead
of words.

3.1.1 Latent Semantic Analysis
Using the TF-IDF matrix [20], its singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) reduces the dimensions of the term by doc-
ument space. SVD considers a new representation of the
feature space, where the underlying semantic relationship
between terms and documents is revealed. Let matrix M
be an |V| × |M| TF-IDF representation of documents and r
the low rank of matrix M , an appropriate number for the
dimensionality reduction and term projection [7].

Given, Ur = (u1, · · · , ur) an |V| × r matrix, the singular
values matrix Dr = diag(d1, · · · , dr), where {di}ri=1 repre-
sents the roots of the eigenvalues of MMT or MTM , and
Vr = (v1, · · · , vr) an |M| × r matrix, then the SVD decom-
position of M is represented by,

M = Ur · Dr · V T
r (3)

As described by [16], SVD preserves the relative distances
in the vector space model matrix (e.g. TF-IDF), while pro-
jecting it into a semantic space model, which has a lower
dimensionality. Similar to what principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) achieves by projecting features into its princi-
pal components, allowing to keep the minimum information
needed to an appropriate representation of the dataset.

LSA consider co-occurrence of terms in different documents,
where semantic similarities between terms and documents
can be computed. In [5], for plagiarism detection, the matrix
decomposition is applied over a n-gram-document matrix.

3.1.2 Latent Semantic Features
Latent semantic features are attributes extracted from as-
signments written by students, which aim to model semantic
similarities between assignments and stimulus documents to-
gether with the level of information integration achieved.

In order to extract the latent semantic features, the corpus
must be processed removing stopwords and stemming words
to their root. Then, several n-grams-documents matrices are
created using different values of n, where a 1-gram matrix
has terms rows, the 2-grams matrix has pair of contiguous
words rows, and so on. Moreover, each cell in the matrix
has as value the number of occurrences of the n-gram in the
document. Furthermore, as proposed in [5], for each n-gram
where n > 2, the terms within it are sorted alphabetically
in order to increase frequency of n-grams in different docu-
ments, combining similar concepts in one single dimension.
In order to speed the singular value decomposition of matri-
ces, n-grams with frequency less to 2 in the corpus were not
considered as dimensions.

Once we have the n-gram-Document matrices Mn, for each
of them, a SVD is applied and low rank approximations ma-
trices are created. Obtaining therefore, a set of low dimen-

sional document matrices Vn. Then, as columns from V are
concept space representations of each document within the
corpus, for each Vi matrix the cosine similarity (Equation 2)
from the vector space model between students documents
columns and stimulus columns are computed.

In this work, we assume that comprehension level in students
is strongly related with the semantic similarity between their
responses and what they have read together with the abil-
ity to integrate concepts from multiple sources. Considering
that for each student document w a set of m stimulus doc-
uments S = {s1, . . . , sm} has been read, we propose the
following LSA feature given a n-gram representation n:

LSAFn(w,S) =
1

m
·
X
si∈S

cosn(w, si)× φn(w,S) (4)

φn(w,S) =
X
si∈S

X
sj∈S,j=i+1

min
n
cosn(w,si)
cosn(w,sj)

, cos(w,sj)
cos(w,si)

o
m(m−1)

2

(5)

The left part of the product represents the average cosine
similarity with the stimulus documents, and the term φ :
R|V | × Rm → R, inspired in the similarity measure pro-
posed in [22], represents a balance of similarities, where the
level of integration achieved by the student is captured.

It is possible to compute several LSAFn values for a docu-
ment w using different n-gram representations. Also, it is
important to consider, that as smaller is the value of n, con-
ceptual similarities between documents are captured. Like-
wise, as higher is the value, syntactic information is captured
[19], and issues like plagiarism or quoting can be detected
[5].

3.1.3 Structural Features: Sentence Connectors
The second type of features consists in counting the occur-
rence of sentence connectors in delivered documents, since
these components characterizes logical-semantic relations,
which may be related with the level of comprehension achieved
[25]. In the following, three categories of connectors are de-
scribed [4]:

1. Temporal connectors: Introducing temporal rela-
tionships between sentences. Narrative texts (i.e. sto-
ries, novels) have a lot of temporal connectors, since
they refer to events that happen in a literary space.

2. Causal and consecutive connectors: Introducing
the cause or consequence between textual segments.
Expository texts (i.e. descriptions, reports) used a
large number of such connector to explain the theme
or topic of each document.

3. Contra-argumentative connectors: Introduces a
shift in the opposite direction to the segment immedi-
ately preceding, in whole or in part. Appropriate argu-
mentative texts (i.e. essays) employ a lot of these con-
nectors to indicate the different positions presented.

For each document, these features, described and listed in
[9], were extracted considering their number of occurrences.
Then, each value is calculated as the min max normalized
frequency of connectors from a particular type in the docu-
ment.



3.2 Document Classification
Once the document collection is processed, LSA and con-
nector features, together with a target binary label assigned
by experts, are used to build a training dataset from doc-
uments delivered by students. Afterwards, several machine
learning algorithms like SVMs [21], artificial neural networks
[23], among others classification techniques, can be used to
train a classifier. Finally, the best classifier obtained using
proposed features, can be used to classify large collections
of documents without requiring further human intervention.

In the following, let consider a dataset (X ,Y), where ob-
jects X = {x1, . . . ,xN} are characterized by a feature set
A, for which xi = {x1,1, . . . , x1,|A|}, and target label Y =
{y1, . . . , yN}, are determined by binary values yi ∈ {+1,−1},
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

3.2.1 Support Vector Machines Classifier
The main idea of SVMs [3, 21] is to find the optimal hy-
perplane that separates objects belonging to two classes
(yi ∈ {+1,−1}) in a feature space X , maximizing the mar-
gin between these classes. This feature space is considered
to be a Hilbert space defined by a dot product, known as the
kernel function, K(x,x′) = (φ(x)·φ(xT)), where φ : A → X ,
is the mapping defined to translate an input vector into the
feature space. The objective of the SVM algorithm is to find
the optimal hyperplane ωT · x + b, defined by the following
optimization problem,

min
ω,ξ,b

1

2

|A|X
j=1

ω2
j + C

NX
i=1

ξi

subject to yi
“
ωTxi + b

”
≥ 1− ξi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}

ξi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}

(6)

The objective function minimizes errors
PN
i ξi, while ob-

taining the maximum margin hyperplane, adjusted by reg-
ularization parameter C. Its dual formulation is defined by
the following expression,

max
α

NX
i=1

αi −
1

2

NX
i,j=1

αiαjyiyj ·K(xi,xj)

subject to αi ≥ 0,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
NX
i=1

αiyi = 0

(7)

Finally, after determining the optimal dual parameters α,
for a given document xj , its classification is determined by,

C(xj) = sign (g(xj)) , where g (xj) =

NX
i=1

αiyi ·K(xi,xj)+b

3.2.2 Logistic Regression
The idea of this classification algorithm is to determine for
a given object xi, the posterior probabilities of label yi. For
this, logistic regression estimates parameters βL and βT for a

linear regression over the set of features, which is mapped by
approximating a function into the interval [0, 1]. In general,
the model has the form,

C(xi) := P (yi|xi) =
exp(βT + βTL · xj)

1 + exp(βT + βTL · xi)
(8)

Parameters βL are determined either by maximizing the con-
ditional likelihood on the training set or by minimizing the
class-loss over the training set [10].

3.2.3 Decision Trees
A Decision Tree is a discriminant classifier represented by a
tree data structure. Each node from the tree corresponds to
a feature, branches are conditions on the father node, and
leafs nodes are assigned to label values.

Trees are constructed by repeated splits of subsets of data
based on the selection of features. For several algorithms
used to generate decision trees from data (e.g. ID3 [18]),
the common criterion used to select the attribute for split-
ting the data at each node is the information gain criteria.
This criteria is based on the concept of entropy that comes
from information theory. For further information on these
classification algorithms, please refer to [2].

3.2.4 Evaluation Criteria
As presented in Table 1, the resulting confusion matrix of the
classification task can be described using four possible out-
comes: Correctly classified documents which achieved the
situational model or True Positives (TP), correctly classified
documents without the situational model or True Negative
(TN), wrongly classified documents without the situational
model as documents which achieved the situational model or
False Positive (FP), and wrongly classified documents which
achieved the situational model as documents without it, or
False Negative (FN).

Table 1: Confusion Matrix for binary classification
problems.

y = +1 y = −1
C(x) = +1 TP FP
C(x) = −1 FN TN

The following evaluation criteria are common machine learn-
ing measures, which are constructed using the before men-
tioned classification outcomes.

• Precision, that states the degree in which documents
identified as positive indeed achieved a situational model.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(9)

• Recall, that states the percentage of delivered docu-
ments that the classifier manages to classify correctly.
Can be interpreted as the classifier’s effectiveness.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(10)



• F-measure, the harmonic mean between the precision
and recall

F-measure =
2 · Precision · Recall

Precision + Recall
(11)

• Accuracy, the overall percentage of correctly classified
documents.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(12)

3.3 Building a Text Comprehension Classifier
The proposed methodology is described as follows:

1. Students are asked to answer a set of questions using
stimulus documents S as sources (e.g. papers, articles,
textbooks, etc.).

2. Using both S and documents delivered by students D,
a document corpus is built and processed.

3. The extraction of latent semantic features, described
in Section 3.1.2, and structural features, described in
Section 3.1.3 is performed. This is executed in order
to extract information about the latent semantic sim-
ilarities between students documents D and stimulus
documents S, and the usage of sentence connectors.

4. Afterwards, students’ documents are labeled by ex-
perts according to a binary representation of the com-
prehension level achieved. Together with all extracted
features are used to build a training/testing dataset.

5. Then, different machine learning classification tech-
niques are trained using the training dataset, and eval-
uated over the test dataset.

6. The classification hypothesis to determine whether a
student achieves a good situational model, is deter-
mined by using the best algorithm in previous step.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
A real world implementation of the proposed methodology
was applied to first year students from the careers of engi-
neering and linguistics at the University of Chile. The aim
of this experiment is to explore the feasibility, utility, and
potential of the proposed methodology in educational estab-
lishments.

In the following, the experiment instrument design, the eval-
uation context, and experimental results are presented. In
terms of experimental results, both evaluation criteria for
classification algorithms, and an exploratory analysis for
closeness of documents are depicted in order to analyze the
potential of the proposal.

4.1 Experiment Instrument
To evaluate the proposal, it is necessary to ensure at least
two input stimulus documents for the development of the
task. These stimulus documents must fulfill the following
set of attributes:

• Refer to the same topic.

• Have the presence of contradictory or complementary
information.

• Present a similar extension.

• Must be, necessarily, expository or argumentative.

The writing task, derived from the reading of all stimulus
documents, should be able to integrate the information from
sources. Also, it must be well suited for learning, consider-
ing specially the age and educational environment where test
students are involved. Thereby, the set of questions to be
answered must be created considering argumentative and
global aspects, since promote an deep understanding and
learning [24].

Finally, all answers and students’ writings are validated by
external experts, whose label is y = +1 is the document
achieved the situational model, or y = −1 otherwise.

To achieve the situation model, extending Definition 1 in
Section 2, students must integrate information from different
sources appropriately concerning the task requirements.

4.2 Building and Processing the Dataset
Assignments for engineering and linguistics students were
developed considering properties described in Section 4.1.
Each assignment consisted using two stimulus documents
on topics related to their undergraduate courses, and then
answering 3 information integration questions, which needs
the usage of both stimulus documents. Afterwards, assign-
ments were answered and delivered by students in a digital
format. A total of 204 delivered documents were reviewed
by two experts, where comprehension achievement level was
evaluated and classified as defined in Section 4.1.

In order to process the situational model corpus, a document
processing tool was developed using the Java programming
language (JDK 1.6.0). Given that all documents where in
Spanish, a Spanish list of stopwords was elaborated and the
Snowball1 stemmer was used in the text processing proce-
dure. Furthermore, a n-gram-document matrix builder was
developed, and using the SVD decomposition module pro-
vided by the Java Matrix Package2, the proposed LSA fea-
tures were computed.

All documents were processed using the software described
above, where for each delivered document in the corpus, con-
nectors features and LSA (uni-grams and bi-grams) features
were extracted.

4.3 Classification Results
Using previously stated dataset, a 10 × 10 cross-validation
evaluation procedure was used in order to train and evalu-
ate the classification performance of different classification
algorithms. SVMs where evaluated using LIBSVM [6], using a
grid-search procedure, an radial basis function (RBF) Kernel
was evaluated using γ = 0.9 and the regularization parame-
ter was considered as C = 1000. Logistic regression, as well
as decision trees, where developed using RapidMiner v.5.0

software [14], where the implementation for logistic regres-
sion is non-parametric, and decision trees were evaluated

1http://snowball.tartarus.org/ [online: accessed 05-05-
2011]
2http://math.nist.gov/javanumerics/jama/ [online: ac-
cessed 05-05-2011]



Figure 1: Engineering students’ documents and their close-

ness with source documents.

using information gain as partition criteria, with 4 as a min-
imum number of objects in the split, 4 as the minimum size
of nodes, 0.01 as minimum information gain criteria to stop
branching, and a confidence for the hypothesis testing in
evaluating splits of 0.02.

Table 2 shows results obtained from a 10×10 cross-validation
evaluation. Results shows that SVMs and decision trees out-
performs logistic regression classification algorithm. Also,
despite SVMs presents a highest accuracy, decision trees
achieves better F-measure results, which indicates that the
classifier is more stable, and achieves better results on both
recall and precision.
An interesting insight revealed from trained decision trees is
that for all cases where LSAF1 value was smaller than 0.26
the student did not achieve the situational model. Moreover,
by analyzing well classified class 0 documents, we realize that
these documents achieve the lowest level of comprehension
within the collection according to experts who reviewed all
documents.

4.4 Exploratory Analysis for Closeness of Doc-
uments

Using cosine similarities from the uni-gram LSA space in the
corpus, a network which represents the closeness between all
documents and their stimulus was built for engineering stu-
dents (Figure 1), and linguistics students (Figure 2). Stim-
ulus and delivered documents were defined as red and blue
vertexes respectively, and cosine similarities between docu-
ments were used to weight their respective edges.

From networks presented, it’s easy to see how stimulus doc-
uments are centrally located and the interaction between all
documents is uniformly distributed over the canvas.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Results obtained allow us to validate that LSA is an ad-
equate technique for analyzing the degree of text compre-
hension by from students, by evaluating how they build sit-
uational models. Furthermore, we can conclude that our
methodology was able to classify, with satisfactory results,
when a student has not achieve the situation model. Hence,
weak students can be identified automatically and the level
of several educational establishments could be evaluated and

Figure 2: Linguistic students’ documents and their close-

ness with source documents.

compared.

We can also conclude, that LSA features extracted from doc-
uments are able to represent the situation model in a proper
manner. This is a novel quantitative measure which com-
bines comprehension and the integration of multiple stimu-
lus documents.

As future work, the model could be extended into a large
scale processing environment where teachers can submit stu-
dents assignments and obtain comprehension measures au-
tomatically. Nevertheless, in order to improve the accuracy
of the model, a largest training dataset is required. In this
case, supervised properties could be determined by using
Amazon Mechanical Turk3, or similar large scale crowd in-
telligence mechanisms.
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